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Spurs stumble as 
Chelsea succeed 
Tottenham narrowly 
avoided an embarrassing 
home defeat to bottom 
club Watford yesterday 
as Chelsea and Leicester 
leapfrogged champions 
Manchester City in the 
Premier League. 
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Loud voices of dissent 
Tens of thousands gather across Lebanon for third day of protests

• Many waved billowing 
Lebanese flags and insisted 
the protests should remain 
peaceful and non-sectarian.

Beirut 

Tens of thousands of Lebanese peo-
ple took to the streets Saturday for 
a third day of protests against tax 

increases and alleged official corruption 
despite several arrests by security forces.

They streamed into the streets around 
the country’s parliament in Beirut, as 
well as elsewhere across the country, AFP 
journalists said, despite calls for calm 
from politicians and dozens of arrests 
on Friday.

The number of protesters grew steadily 

throughout the day, with major demon-
strations in second city Tripoli, in the 
north, and other locations.

Many waved billowing Lebanese flags 

and insisted the protests should remain 
peaceful and non-sectarian.

The demonstrators are demanding a 
sweeping overhaul of Lebanon’s political 

system, citing grievances ranging from 
austerity measures to poor infrastructure.

They have crippled main roads and 
threatened to topple the country’s fragile 
coalition government.

Most Lebanese politicians have un-
characteristically admitted the demon-
strations are spontaneous, rather than 
blaming outside influence.

In Tripoli demonstrator Hoda Sayyur 
was unimpressed by the contrition some 
leaders displayed on television and ech-
oed a widely-held hope that the entire 
political class be replaced.

A group of women protests in one of the streets of Beirut. 

They took all our fundamental 
rights... We are dying at 

hospital gates. 
LEBANESE CITIZEN 

Syria truce  
takes hold
Damascus 

Turkish and Kurdish 
leaders accused each 

other of violating a US-bro-
kered truce in northeastern 
Syria even as it appeared to 
be taking hold on its second 
day yesterday.

The deal announced late 
Thursday is intended to 
halt a Turkish-led offen-
sive against Kurdish forces 
launched on October 9, on 
condition they pull out of 
a “safe zone” on the Syrian 
side of the border.

The offensive has killed 
dozens of civilians, main-
ly on the Kurdish side, 
and prompted hundreds 
of thousands to flee their 
homes in the latest human-
itarian crisis of Syria’s eight-
year civil war.

On Saturday, Turkey ac-
cused Kurdish forces of vi-
olating the truce.

“The Turkish armed forc-
es fully abide by the agree-
ment” reached on Thursday 
with the United States, the 
defence ministry said in a 
statement. 


